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adverse effects of the reduction on regular Full-Time or Part-Time Employees in the 
Bargaining Unit. This may include revisions to the current displacemenUlayoff 
provisions where mutually agreed. 

ARTICLE 19- HOURS OF WORK 

19.1 All Employees 

(a) The Employer agrees that the normal Working Days for all Employees, covered
by this Agreement shall be five (5) days per week, Monday through Friday.

(b) Trades Employees shall be scheduled for eight (8) hours per day.

(c) Except where otherwise agreed by the Parties, where more than eight (8) hours
of Custodial services are allocated to a school, the hours shall be allocated so as
to create the maximum number of eight (8) hour daily positions for that school or
in itinerant positions (subject to Article 29.5)

(d) The hours worked by Part-Time Custodians shall be as determined by the
Employer. A Custodian shall be permitted to hold more than one (1) Part-Time
position and reasonable consideration to changes in scheduling shall be given by
the Employer to enable an Employee to hold a total of eight (8) scheduled daily
hours of work.

(e) Part time custodial staff working more than their guaranteed hours may bank the
additional hours to take as time in lieu at a later date. Such time in lieu shall be
scheduled at a time mutually agreeable between the Employee and the
Employer.

19.2 Bus Drivers 

(a) The Employer agrees that the normal Working Days for Bus Drivers covered by
this Agreement shall be one hundred ninety-five (195) days per year as
corresponds to the school year as established by the Employer. Bus Drivers shall
receive an additional five day's pay at regular rates as compensation for each of
the holidays listed in Article 23.4.

(b) Each Bus Driver will be paid five (5} hours per day calculated as beginning from
the time the bus leaves its overnight resting spot in the morning and ending when
the last student is discharged at the school and in the afternoon as beginning five
(5) minutes prior to bell time and ending when the bus arrives back at its overnight
resting spot, and including driving time between schools when drop off and pickup
between different schools is required. This five (5) minutes, in part, is for the
purpose of communicating with Administrative staff on issues such as student
behaviour, student discipline issues, etc. The Bus Driver's standard times includes
a total of forty-five ( 45} minutes per day for daily inspection, safety checks, clean
up and washing of bus, and transport to bus garage for regular maintenance. An
additional fifteen ( 15) minutes per day shall be added for Drivers with wheel chair
buses.
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